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Abstract: We consider the problem of deploying a team of agents (robots) for the foraging problem. In this problem agents have to collect disseminated resources in an unknown environment. They must therefore be endowed with exploration and path-planning abilities. This paper presents a reactive multiagent system that is able to simultaneously perform the two desired activities - exploration and path-planning - in unknown and complex environments. To develop this multiagent system, we have designed a distributed and asynchronous version of Barraquand’s algorithm that builds an optimal Artificial Potential Field (APF). Our algorithm relies on agents with very limited perceptions that only mark their environment with integer values. The algorithm does not require any costly mechanism to be present in the environment to manage dynamic phenomena such as evaporation or propagation. We show that the APF built by our algorithm converges to optimal paths. The model is extended to deal with the multi-sources foraging problem. Simulations show that it is more time-efficient than the standard pheromone-based ant algorithm. Moreover, our approach is also able to address the problem in any kind of environment such as mazes.
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1 Introduction

Swarm intelligence is now recognized as a robust and flexible approach to deal with distributed problems in complex environments. Synthetic pheromones is one of the most popular swarm techniques that provides adaptive solutions to problems such as path-planning \cite{22}\cite{25}, patrolling \cite{27}\cite{26} and foraging \cite{21}.

In these days of ubiquitous and cheap computing, the implementation of swarm and collective systems in real world has become more realistic and imaginable. Workplaces, for example, are already equipped with pervasive sensors and ad hoc, self-organized wireless networks (see \cite{17} for details). The RFID technology makes possible to deploy of hundreds of sensors in indoor environments or, to spread them out in the thousands outdoors (as dust sensors, \cite{12}).

In this paper we re-examine such an environment-based approach to study optimal path planning and exploration for the foraging problem in complex environments. The foraging problem is defined as a group of autonomous agents (such as robots) exploring an environment for resources to bring back to a base (see \cite{28}). Distributing a foraging activity among a group of agents is particularly challenging when the environment is unknown (no map, no information about obstacles) and contains “awkwardly” shaped obstacles. The lack of environmental knowledge is typical of most realistic situations, such as military campaigns (e.g., the transport of supplies in a hazardous terrain), rescue tasks (e.g., surveillance of catastrophe-hit areas) \cite{2} and planet exploration (e.g., robotic rovers that search for interesting rock samples on a planet \cite{23}\cite{6}).

Ants inspired a standard pheromone-based technique to forage with agents/robots \cite{9}\cite{11}\cite{24}. In this model agents drop pheromones in the environment in order to build gradients from resources to their base \cite{5}. This approach, though each agent itself is very simple, requires a large mass of agents and a considerable amount of time for best paths to emerge. Moreover, the pheromone-based technique requires the computation of propagation and evaporation dynamics. Another drawback of this approach is that each agent needs an ad-hoc mechanism for getting back home (for example, compass information). \cite{24} and \cite{21} proposed to use a second pheromone diffusing from the base in order to avoid this problem, but without guaranteeing to build no local minimal in complex environments.

In this paper we explore an original approach that allows to build optimal paths for foraging using only reactive (simple) agents, who do not have a map of the environment, and in which the environment is used as a shared memory but not requires any particular dynamics. We define agents that do not use pheromones, but instead directly write a gradient as they explore and discover the environment. Such an approach is inspired from centralized planning in which the environment is known. We refer to popular techniques based on Artificial Potential Fields (APFs) approaches \cite{13}\cite{15}\cite{1}. The APF construction algorithm proposed in \cite{4} is promising in this regard since it prevents the formation of local minima while computing the shortest paths to the agent destination. In this paper, we define a distributed and asynchronous version of the \cite{4} algorithm. We prove that our algorithm converges to the optimal APF, i.e., shortest paths are indeed found. Then we show that the model can be efficiently applied to foraging tasks. Performances are analysed and compared to the standard ant-model.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe \cite{4} algorithm; specifically, the construction of a numerical potential field and optimal path execution. In section 3, we describe a reactive multi-agent system that builds the numerical potential field and prove its convergence to the optimal APF. In section 4, this system is extended to tackle the foraging problem (the corresponding algorithms are given in detail). Then, in section 5, we report statistical measures on performance and comparisons with the ant model. In Section 6, we discuss related work and some clues for a real-world implementation of our approach. Finally, in section 7, we summarize our conclusions.

2 Barraquand’s numerical potential field

In order to define agents that can compute optimal paths in a complex environment, we first examine the pre-computed map proposed by Barraquand and colleagues \cite{3}\cite{4}. In the next section, we show how this global pre-computation can be distributed in a reactive multi-agent system and later, in section 4, applied to the foraging task.

In Barraquand’s approach, the environment is represented as a grid. This facilitates the building of potential fields numerically, rather than analytically. Local minima are avoided by computing a “wavefront expansion” from the agent destination, which involves building an ascending APF incrementally.

The environment is represented as a 2D-array of cells and it is denoted by \( E \) (see e.g. Figure 1a). \( E_{empty} \) denotes the subset of \( E \) containing all positions free of obstacles. Each point \( x = (i, j) \in E \) has a maximum of 4 neighbours: \( \{(i - 1, j), (i + 1, j), (i, j - 1), (i, j + 1)\} \).

A potential field is a function \( V : x \in E_{empty} \mapsto V(x) \in \mathbb{R} \). Let \( x_{goal} \) be the goal position of the robot in \( E_{empty} \). The Wave-potential \( V \) is computed as shown in Algorithm 1 (\( L_i \) denotes a list of points in \( E \)). The algorithm terminates when \( E_{empty} \) has been totally explored. Figure 1b presents the
Algorithm 1 WaveFront expansion Algorithm [4]

For every cell \( x \in E_{\text{empty}} \), set \( V(x) \) to infinity (e.g., a large number \( M \))

Set \( V(x_{\text{goal}}) \) to 0 and the list \( L_0 \) to \((x_{\text{goal}}), i = 0 \)

While \( L_i \) is not empty Do

initialize \( L_{i+1} \) to the empty list,

For every point \( x \) in \( L_i \),

For every neighbour \( y \) of \( x \) in \( E_{\text{empty}} \),

if \( V(y) = M \) then set \( V(y) \) to \( i + 1 \) and insert \( y \) at the end of \( L_{i+1} \)

\( i = i + 1 \)

result of the algorithm execution on a test environment where the goal position is located at the letter G (each point has a potential value representing the minimum distance to the goal).

We remark that this algorithm is essentially the classic BFS (Breadth First Search) algorithm [7], which computes the path with the least cost between two vertices in a graph, applied to the task of robotic path planning by discretizing the environment.

Using this computation, an agent can now reach the goal by just following the flow of the negative gradient vector field \( -\nabla V \). In a numerical potential field, such a behavior is called a "descent" and is defined as: at every iteration, the agent examines the potential values of the four neighbouring cells and moves to the cell with the smallest value (ties are broken arbitrarily).

In Figure 1b the agent is represented by a circle and the black cells represent a descent path. The following two properties hold for Algorithm 1 (see details in [4]):

Property 1: In the Wavefront numerical potential field produced by Algorithm 1, an agent that always moves to the neighbouring cell with the smallest potential value arrives at the goal location succeeding to avoid all obstacles.

Property 2: From any location in the Wavefront numerical potential field, the path induced by Property 1 is the shortest.

Our objective is to conceive a multiagent approach to build a numerical potential field such as the one produced by Algorithm 1. We therefore define a distributed and asynchronous version of Algorithm 1 (i.e., the Barraquand Algorithm).

3 WaveFront computation with reactive agents

As stated before, we are interested to deploy agents that do not have information about their environment. Then the algorithm we just described cannot be directly computed before launching agents for a task such as foraging. We therefore propose to transform the algorithm in a group of reactive agents able to build a comparable numerical potential field while exploring the environment. Reactive agents have no individual memory abilities but can cooperate and build patterns through indirect communication. This form of communication is embedded in the environment. It takes its inspiration from ants that drop pheromones as markings to be read at a later time by others (including possibly themselves) [11]. The environment allows to aggregate the local interactions of numerous agents in order to build collective patterns. Such a process is called swarm intelligence ([5]). The environment is then treated as a shared memory in which information can be stored and erased.
Thus we have the central idea of our model: we treat the numerical values of the APF to build as markings that can be laid down and updated by agents.

3.1 Simple “marking agents”

We now describe the environment and the agents used for the APF construction. The environment is discretized in regular cells. At any time, agents do not know their global location, they just occupy a cell and perceive the 4 neighbour ones. Without loss of generality, in the interest of simplicity, we allow multiple agents to occupy a cell at the same time. Each agent is capable of,

- reading and writing integers values on the cell at which he currently is,
- perceiving the 4 neighbouring cells: detecting if any of the cells is an obstacle and reading their values
- moving to a neighbouring cell that is not an obstacle

We call such agents marking agents. Initially, the value of the goal cell is 0 and all the agents are placed on it (agents can start from any position but the construction is then slower).

The wavefront potential is collectively and incrementaly built around the initial value through the actions of the agents. Each agent repeatedly follows the steps as represented by Algorithm 2 (EXPLORATION & APF CONSTRUCTION). After choosing a cell and moving, the agent computes the UPDATE-VALUE operation which corresponds to a local wavefront expansion (when moving from a wavefront cell to a cell not yet visited). Then the shortest path from this new cell to the goal cell, in the current wavefront, is equal to \( \text{the shortest path to a neighbouring cell} + 1 \) (one move).

The update operation is performed if the new value is lower than the current one.

Algorithm 2 EXPLORATION & APF CONSTRUCTION (Agent behavior)

EXPLORATION
IF there exist neighbouring cells without a value THEN
- move randomly to one of them and UPDATE-VALUE
ELSE move randomly to a cell which is not an obstacle and UPDATE-VALUE

UPDATE-VALUE Operation
Compute \( \text{val} = \min(\text{val}, 1 + \min(4\text{-neighbour values})) \)
Write (update) \( \text{val} \) in current cell

As the movements of the agents are based on a random walk, they explore the environment while they mark it. However, it is not just a random exploration because the values of the cells (the markings) influence the choice of each agent in selecting a cell to move to: each agent favors unmarked cells over marked ones (see the first line of algorithm 2). As a consequence, their exploration progresses as a partial circular front around the starting cell. Figure 2.a shows such a progression with 3 agents.
The number of agents will not be generally sufficient to sustain an entire circular front progression. So one exploration step, when all the agents move, is not equivalent to one loop of algorithm 1. Figure 2.b shows a situation where the cell with value 13 has clearly not reached the value of the shortest distance to G (which is 11, see Figure 2.c). Then agents may need to visit several times the same cell in order it reaches its optimal value. As the environment is bounded, the time necessary to obtain the complete optimal potential field is also bounded, i.e. the algorithm converges (Figure 2.c), see proof below.

3.2 Convergence

Theorem 3.1 In a bounded discrete environment containing a destination cell \( c_0 \) with potential 0 and some obstacles, a set of agents that follow algorithm 2 build in a finite time the entire wavefront from \( c_0 \), i.e. the optimal APF.

Proof: we define the following subset: let \( L_i \) denote the set of cells which attain the value \( i \) such that the distance to \( c_0 \) is \( i \) (i.e. a path with optimal length \( i \)). It follows that when all \( L_i \) sets are built, the system has converged to its final state (the optimal APF).

In order to prove convergence to the optimal APF, we need to show that each \( L_i \) is built in finite time. For this purpose, we consider the successive constructions, \( L_0, L_1, L_2, \ldots \)

Note that \( L_0 \) is equal to the single cell \( c_0 \), which is assigned its optimal value 0 before agents begin exploring. The proof then involves showing inductively that if \( L_n \) has been built, the system will compute \( L_{n+1} \) in a finite time.

Assume \( L_n \) is already built. Each cell \( c_j \) in \( L_{n+1} \) is necessarily a neighbouring cell of some cell in \( L_n \) cell. Indeed, the maximum gradient difference between two cells in the optimal APF is one. So, when any \( c_j \) cell is visited, its value changes to the final value \( n + 1 \). This value cannot be lower, otherwise the cell would belongs to some set \( L_k \) with \( k \leq n \), but each such set has been already built, so that \( c_j \) is not an element of any such set. Moreover, this value cannot be higher due to the definition of the Update operation (algo. 2).

So, to build \( L_{n+1} \) from \( L_n \), each cell in \( L_{n+1} \) must be visited at least once. Visiting each cell in \( L_{n+1} \) takes a finite time because agents do a random walk. Indeed Alg. 2 guarantees that each cell of the environment will be visited once with probability 1, in a finite time.

As each \( L_i \) is built in a finite time, the sum of times required to build \( L_1, L_2, \ldots \) and \( L_{\max} \) is also finite. The assumption that the environment is bounded implies that \( L_{\max} \) exists. Thus convergence is proved. □

Note that while the participation of multiple agents speeds up convergence (see section 5), this result is true even when only one agent is deployed. The next section shows how this multi-agent construction can be efficiently applied to the problem of collaborative foraging.
4 Application to collaborative foraging

4.1 The multi-source foraging problem

In collaborative foraging, also known as the exploring robots problem [28], mobile agents such as robots search for resources in a designated area, and transport found resources back to a base. Additionally, they may be required to return to the places where they found resources if they could not collect all the resources at those places in earlier trips. The robots are assumed to have no knowledge of the environment. The environment may and usually does contain obstacles. The difficulty of foraging depends on the number and shape of obstacles present.

In practice, this last assumption - that the robots forage in an environment unknown to them - is somewhat relaxed by making some other assumption, such as the robots being endowed with a compass or the base being able to communicate with the robots. However, even such facilities cannot help the robots in navigating through obstacles, especially if they are “awkwardly” shaped. In our work, we do not require the robots or agents to have any such extra external facility.

4.2 Foraging using marking agents

We consider now environments that have resources in multiple locations. These locations are of course unknown to the agents. Each location has a given quantity of resource. As illustrated Fig. 3a, a cell in the environment can,

- be an obstacle (grey colour),
- contain a resource (dark grey colour) whose quantity of resource \( q_i \) is bounded,
- be the base (‘B’ letter in black cell), from where all agents start ,
- contain an agent (whose ID number is shown in a circle in the cell).

The agents begin all from the base. Note that a cell may contain more than one agent, but sharing a cell has no effect on the actions taken by each agent in it. In addition to the abilities mentioned in the previous section, an agent is able to

- detect the presence of resources in the 4 neighbouring cells,
- load a quantity \( q_{\text{max}} \) of resource onto itself for transporting back to the base.

Building a wavefront from the base is useful for any task that requires the agents to traverse the environment many times (e.g. to manage their energy). This is just the case in the foraging problem, where agents may have to make multiple trips from the resource locations to the base to transport back all the resources. Using the wavefront, they just have to descend the numerical gradient to come back without being blocked by obstacles.

Thus, the agent we have just described is essentially a marking agent (cf. section 3.1) with the ability to come back the base as often as it is required to. We define this re-entrant behaviour of the agent as descent motion (presented in section 2). Algorithm 3 represents the complete behaviour of an agent. It is also shown schematically in Figure 4.

Algorithm 3 SEARCH & RETURN TO BASE

SEARCH
IF a resource is detected in a neighbouring cell THEN
move into this cell, load a quantity \( q_{\text{max}} \) of resource and execute RETURN to BASE
ELSE execute EXPLORATION & APF CONSTRUCTION (i.e. Algo. 2)
RETURN TO BASE
IF the agent is located at base THEN unload resource and execute SEARCH
ELSE move to a neighbouring cell that has the least value and UPDATE-VALUE

This is a sort of a rudimentary definition of marking agents who forage. One can note that three tasks can be simultaneously performed by such a multiagent system: (i) exploration to discover resources, (ii) construction of an optimal APF and (iii) transportation of resources to the base. Note that while the third task can be done by one or more agents, the two first tasks are carried out thanks to cooperation between all the agents. Figure 3 illustrates the progression of foraging in a little maze containing 5 location resources (3a) and the final state attained after 500 iterations (3b) showing the optimal APF.
4.3 An interesting property of the APF construction

The parallelization of the three tasks is time-efficient (we elaborate in the next section) but has the drawback stated in Section 3.1. As agents explore the environment, they do not immediately build an optimal APF. The value written in a cell the first time it is visited is not necessarily the optimal (i.e., limiting) value. It is a consequence of the random nature of the agents’ exploration which implies that the agents do not discover the shortest path to a resource when that resource is detected.

However, our algorithm has one interesting property: when an agent detects a resource at least one valid obstacle-free path exists to return back to the base. In fact, one of these paths is a path marked by the discovering agent itself. As stated above, this path is valid but not necessarily the shortest (only Property 1, section 2 is valid). However, continuous exploration by the agents improves the APF values until there is convergence. If the environment is finite, the values converge (as was proved in the previous section). Thus, Property 2, of optimal path planning, is attainable in a finite time (as is the case in Figure 3.b).

One may wonder if the agents can get stuck in local minima since this construction is asynchronous. The answer to this query is NO. The following lemma ensures this property.

**Lemma 4.1** During the APF construction, for each cell $c$ different from $c_0$, there exists at least a neighbouring cell with a value lower than cell $c$.

**Proof**: Recall that if an agent moves to a cell, the following update is made: $val = \min(val, 1 + \min(4\text{-neighbouring values}))$. Consider any cell $c_i$ different from $c_0$. Every time an agent visits $c_i$, its value can change to $1 + \min(4\text{-neighbouring values})$, which results in at least one neighbouring cell having a value lower than $c_i$. Now, even if the neighbouring cells of $c_i$ are themselves visited, their values can only change for lower ones (update operation can only decrease the current value $val$). So these visits cannot change the property that $c_i$ has at least a lower neighbouring. □

Lemma 4.1 permits any agent that evolves in the APF under construction to perform a descent to the base, since from each cell it always exists a lower neighbouring to move. As a consequence, at any point of the exploration, from any cell, our algorithm provides a valid path to any agent to return to the base, irrespective of the number and shapes of the obstacles present.

However, our algorithm in the version presented above does not guide the agent in returning to a location that has been discovered to contain resources. In the next section, we show how previously followed paths can be reused and communicated to other agents, in order to improve the foraging.

4.4 Colour-marking (c-marking) agents: cooperation through numeric trails

We now describe how the previous foraging algorithm may be extended so that agents can retrace previously discovered resource locations from the base. Since the locations are not known to the agents per se and since agents cannot communicate with one another, the environment itself is turned into a communication tool. In the previous section, we saw that
once a location containing a resource is discovered, the task RETURN TO BASE makes the agent follow a valid path to the base. The idea is to make the agent marks this path as a trail while returning to the base. Then returning to discovered resource locations will be as simple as following these trails.

In order to allow agents to mark trails in the numerical potential field, we give the agents the ability to write values in a specific colour. So when an agent starts its return to the base from a resource location, it rewrites the values in the cells it followed using a distinctive trail colour (this task shall be called RETURN & COLOUR TRAIL). Trails marked by an agent can then be used by other agents. Thus the coloured values serve as a form of indirect communication. It is important to note that coloured trails do not change the potential field construction. Besides, as we show now, coloured trails can be easily detected and erased by the agents.

When a location becomes exhausted of its resources, the trail leading up to it must be erased as quickly as possible, since now it is of no use to any agent. In the ant-model, the pheromone evaporation mechanism automatically erases useless trails. In our pheromone-less approach, this task is done by the module RETURN & REMOVE TRAIL, in which the agent does a simple descent of the coloured trail rewriting the values using the default colour (signifying absence of a trail). The coloured trails do not change the potential field construction. Besides, as we show now, coloured trails can be easily detected and erased by the agents.

The behaviour of c-marking agents is shown in Figure 5, and the enhanced algorithm corresponding to c-marking agents is as follows:

The RETURN task defined in previous section has now two new versions: RETURN & COLOUR TRAIL (see Algorithm 4) and RETURN & REMOVE TRAIL. The latter task is identical to RETURN & COLOUR TRAIL except in the selection of the next cell and the colour used to write values. In RETURN & REMOVE TRAIL, the ELSE block of RETURN & COLOUR TRAIL is replaced by:

Move to a new neighbouring cell that has the same colour as the trail
Change the cell’s colour to the default colour

The LOADING task is now available with a choice of the type of RETURN task (see Algo. 4) which depends on the state of the discovered resource (exhausted or not). The default RETURN TO BASE task is the same as in the previous section (i.e., it is a descent of the gradient). Finally, the SEARCH task is extended to allow agents to climb trails when they discover one: see SEARCH & CLIMB TRAIL.

4.5 Simulation

We used the TurtleKit toolkit (part of the MadKit Platform) for testing our algorithms. We tested with rectangular environments (grids of a variable size). Obstacles in the environment were defined in two ways: (i) given a desired density, cells were randomly designated as obstacles (ii) obstacles were specifically designed by hand (for example, a maze as in Figure 3). We illustrate the whole behavior of the system by describing an experiment with the following...
Figure 6: Resolution of the foraging problem with 10 c-marking agents (with Setup 1). Trails are represented in dark grey colour. Snapshots at step 11, 21, 53, 76, 1200.
Algorithm 4 colour Marking Agent

SEARCH & CLIMB TRAIL
If a resource is detected in a neighbouring cell THEN
  move into that cell and run LOADING
ELSE
  IF neighbouring cells are coloured and different from the previous position
  THEN move to highest-valued such cell
  ELSE execute EXPLORATION & APF CONSTRUCTION (i.e. Algo. 2)

LOADING
Pick up a quantity $q_{\text{max}}$ of resource
IF the cell is now not exhausted of resources THEN
  IF the cell is coloured (it is part of a trail)
  THEN execute an algorithm equivalent to RETURN TO BASE
  ELSE execute RETURN & COLOUR TRAIL (create a trail in a specific colour)
  ELSE execute RETURN & REMOVE TRAIL (remove a trail)

RETURN & COLOUR TRAIL
IF the agent is located at the base THEN
  unload resource and execute SEARCH & CLIMB
ELSE
  Colour the cell in a trail colour
  Move to a new neighbouring cell with the least value.

first setup:

Setup (1):

- A 40 cells x 40 cells environment, 30% of the cells are obstacles and they are randomly distributed. 20 cells are resource locations, which are also randomly distributed. Each resource location contains 1000 units of resources.
- Each agent can load a maximum of 100 units onto itself.

We ran 10 c-marking agents who were initially located at the base, which is in the center of the environment. We observe in Figure 6.a that the construction of the numerical potential field starts out as a pseudo-circular front computation (step 11). We can also observe that agent 0 has discovered a resource and started to create a trail as it returns to the base. Figure 6.b shows that at step 21 two other agents have discovered resource locations and started to create trails, while agent 9 performs multiple trips from the base to the resource location he discovered. Later, step 53, Figure 6.c shows that six resource locations were discovered, many agents are involved in transport of resource along trails marked by others (note that an agent may follow a trail even if it does not connect to the base at that point in time, e.g. agent 4). This communication through trails permits the recovery of all the resources in the environment while the APF construction proceeds parallely. Figure 6.d shows step 76, where agents 2, 4 and 5 work simultaneously along the same trail (connecting to a resource location at the bottom of the snapshot). On the other hand, the trail connecting the first discovered resource location is now removed (by agent 9) as it was exhausted.

Note that when agents leave the base, if there is several possible trails they can be selected with equal probability. So the distribution of the agents between several resources is “well-balanced”.

At around the 1200th iteration, all resource locations in the environment have been discovered and all the resources thereby exhausted, and what is more, the potential field has converged to its optimal value (Figure 6.e).

5 Evaluation of our algorithm and comparison with the ant-model

5.1 Methodology

Criteria We now study the performance of our algorithm (c-marking agents) and compare foraging time with the ant algorithm. We define time to be the number of iterations required by the agents to discover and exhaust all the resources of the environment. One iteration consists for each agent to read or write a value on its current cell and to move to a neighbouring cell. We evaluated the performance of the two algorithms (see §5.5 for evaluation of the ant algorithm) in different configurations (number of agents, size of the environment). To evaluate average performance, we repeated each
5.2 Influence of the number of agents on performance

Experiments of our algorithm show that increasing the number of agents have always the same influence on performances (for every configuration). So, we first describe performances on a representative scenario which is Setup 1 defined in the previous section.

Table 1 shows the performance of the algorithm in Setup 1 while the number of agents grows. It is represented graphically in Fig. 7. The algorithm was first evaluated for 5 agents and then this number was progressively doubled till 160.

As Table 1 and Figure 7 show, foraging becomes dramatically faster with an increase in the number of agents. With every doubling of agents, the number of iterations required for foraging is halved or reduced even further, which shows the effect of cooperation between agents (we study the super-linearity of their performance in the next subsection). The standard deviation of the number of iterations indicates the impact of the pseudo-random walk in the exploration.

We also evaluated the algorithm by varying other parameters such as obstacle density, resource location density, the quantity of resource at each location, besides the environment size and the number of agents. However, for any profile of parameters, we always obtained the same degree of change in the speed of foraging with a change in the number of agents. At the start of the curve (i.e., for small number of agents), there is a linear or super-linear decrease in the number of iterations. The curve is asymptotic as the number of agents becomes large, representing the fact that for any number of agents, a minimum amount of time is required to (i) reach the resource locations (ii) transport all the resources to the base.
5.3 Super-linear performances

A multi-agent system is said to be super-linear if increasing the number of agents increases further than linearly the efficiency with which it performs a task. Such an increase in efficiency is given to represent a measure of cooperation between agents. We measured the performance of c-marking agents in different setups (varying environment size, number of resource locations etc) in order to study super-linearity. We observed that super-linearity does not appear systematically but does so for a certain range of the number of agents and for certain problem configurations. We saw in the previous section that increasing the number of agents decreases asymptotically the speed of convergence. So it is meaningful to study super-linearity for a small number of agents.

In order to improve accuracy, we reduced the environment size to 20 x 20 and the obstacle density in it to 5% (Setup (2)). Setup (2): A 20 x 20 cell environment, 5% of the cells are obstacles, 2 randomly located resource locations each containing 1000 units of resources.

We conducted 5000 simulations to obtain the average performance of the algorithm for a given configuration. The number of iterations required by different number of agents (1 to 8) to finish foraging is shown in Table (2) (top row).

The average number of iterations required by a single agent was found to be 1790.4. We denote this value as $V_{ref}$. We then computed the projected value of the average number of iterations required for different number of agents as a linear function of $V_{ref}$. For $n$ agents, the projected value was $V_{ref}/n$. The difference between the projected and actual values measures super-linearity (time saving). Super-linearity is maximum in passing from one agent to two. Then it decreases. It becomes linear at about 6 agents. For more than 5 agents, the difference converges to a value, which is due to the
Figure 9: Comparison of the performance of the markings model with the ant-model as the size of environment is varied (Setup (3): 50 agents, 5% of obstacles, 20 resources of 2000 units).

Table 3: Influence of the size of the environment on the performance of the algorithm, using Setup (3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>12x12</th>
<th>25x25</th>
<th>50x50</th>
<th>100x100</th>
<th>200x200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Iterations</td>
<td>155.5</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>7844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We conjecture that a super-linear performance is related the ratio (number of agents)/(“complexity” of the configuration). By complexity, we mean the size of the environment and the number of resource locations. We intend to study this relationship in our future work. It is motivated by the idea that if the number of agents is small compared to the size of the environment, in one iteration, there is few chance that two agents do identical actions on the environment (due to distances between agents) and each action is useful directly or later to all agents.

5.4 Influence of the size of the environment

We now see how the size of the environment affects the performance of the algorithm when the number of agents is kept fixed. Obviously, a large environment will require more time for exploration and transportation of resources to the base. However, we present some interesting results using Setup (3) and by progressively quadrupling the size of the environment.

Setup (3):

- Environments are defined with a 5% obstacle density and 20 resource locations randomly distributed, each with 2000 units of resources.
- The number of agents is 50. Each agent can transport a maximum of 100 units of resources at a time.

The performance of the algorithm on progressively constantly quadrupling the size of the environment, from 12x12 to 100x100 is shown in Table 3 and graphically in Figure 9. Let the ratio $\frac{\text{Iterations}_{\text{size}_k}}{\text{Iterations}_{\text{size}_{k-1}}}$ be denoted by...
Below 100x100, $R$ is close to 2. Over 100x100, $R$ quickly exceeds 4. In other words, the time to explore becomes exponential. It is because the pseudo-random walk the agents perform becomes more and more inefficient as the size of the environment increases. In the next section, we compare our results with the ant model in different environments.

5.5 Comparison with the ant model

We now evaluate quantitatively the performance of our algorithm with the classic ant model. In nature, ants deposit a chemical substance called pheromone in the area in which they explore. These deposits are gradually laid in the form of a gradient. This gradient creates paths from food sources to the ant nest [11]. We have implemented a standard algorithm based on the ant model ([24] [23]), shown in Figure 10. We computed several simulations to tune diffusion and evaporation rates in order to obtain the best possible performances. In presented results the diffusion rate is set to 95% and the evaporation rate to 0.5%.

Simulations (e.g. figure [11]b) show that ants climb these gradients to retrieve discovered resources. This form of cooperation is similar to the one used by marking agents. Figure 10b details the search and climb behavior.

Such a model requires that each ant be able to:

- drop an amount of pheromone on the current cell and read the amount currently in the cell,
- perceive if any of the 4 neighbouring cells is an obstacle and read pheromone amount in each of those cells
- move to a neighbouring cell if it is not an obstacle,
- know the direction of the base from its current cell

Additionally, to follow the ant model, the following phenomena must also be simulated:

- pheromone evaporation
- pheromone propagation
- addition of an amount of pheromone to the pheromone already present in a cell

One can see that simulating the ant model requires more environment management mechanisms than the marking agents model. Note that the propagation of pheromones may represent a high computational burden.

Another drawback is that each ‘ant’ must have specific additional information about the location of the nest to be able to return to it. Such information is inadequate when complex obstacles are present in the environment. For example, it can be shown experimentally that ants can get stuck in cavities formed by just a few obstacle-cells (Figure 11a). Even for a density exceeding just 5 %, such obstacles may form in a random generation.

By contrast, the main advantage of marking agents is their ability to find paths in environments containing obstacles of

---

Figure 10: The ant model: (a) global ant behavior (b) details into task Search & Climb pheromone
any shape. As discussed in the next section, the ant model has been extended to address the problem of awkwardly shaped obstacles. The gist of these attempts is that a secondary pheromone is spread from the base in order to build a new gradient that culminates at the base (e.g. [21]). However this pheromone evaporates while this gradient should be maintained in the entire explored environment. The gradient is usually artifically sustained by placing a huge amount of pheromone at the base.

We have compared our algorithm with the ant model in environments containing less than 5% obstacles. In all different configurations, we observed that c-marking agents take less time to finish foraging. Figure 9 shows such a comparison, in which the environment size is varied with Setup 3 (see snapshot Figure 11b).

Figure 9 shows that as the environment grows the difference in the time required to forage by marking agents and by ants decreases (from 73% to 52% to 37%). It is due to the time needed to explore the environment and to discover the 20 resources.

As shown previously marking agents and ants engage in a pseudo-random walk, implying that they spend a majority of their time in exploration. However, the superior performance of the marking agents as compared to ants on the same foraging task clearly indicates that computing a wave-front while exploring is more efficient: it saves time by providing immediately paths from discovered resources to the base and reduces the amount of time spent in exploration by favouring the not yet explored cells (see section 3.1).

6 Related work

6.1 Pheromone-based techniques for foraging and its variants

As previously outlined, ants inspired pheromone-based models for foraging (see section 5.5). However, it is interesting to consider the impact of the required environmental dynamics to perform the foraging task. The emergence of tidy paths in the environment can be slow as it depends on iterative deposits on the same areas. The persistence of a pheromone-path requires the replenishing of evaporated pheromone at a certain rate, and this in turn requires the participation of a large number of agents (on the other hand, even a single marking agent alone can build a gradient and therefore a path). By the same token, pheromone evaporation is a slow process and therefore it takes a long time for sub-optimal paths to be erased.

For the dynamic version of the foraging problem, i.e. with mobile resources (see e.g. [21]), the pheromone technique has an advantage in that paths are automatically updated. A marking agent, on the other hand, immediately erases paths from which a resource has moved, and if there is no other agent close to it, its new location will be lost. However, we
plan to study a simple extension of c-marking agents to deal with moving resources. It consists to keep the agent at the resource location until another one arrives, in order to extend the trail when the resource moves.

Pheromone-based learning algorithms have also been proposed in recent years. They try to take advantage of reinforcement learning or evolutionary algorithms. Agents use pheromone-amount to update the so-called Q-values (state-action utility estimates) in order to improve exploration or the gradient ascent (20).

Genetic algorithms are then used to fine tune different parameters and to optimize agent policies (exploration versus exploitation ratio) (e.g. 25). It is worth pointing out that, besides the time required to compute the propagation and evaporation dynamics, these learning algorithms require additional time to actually converge to the optimal policies.

Pheromone-dependent methods need some ad-hoc mechanisms to be applied when the environment holds obstacles and that it is required for agents to find a path to the base. This could be compass information or some external information (e.g. 29). This problem can be overcome, as recently proposed by 21, by combining pheromones with reinforcement learning to build numerical gradients. This approach is meant for collaborative foraging and optionally for mobile food resources. In this work, ‘ants’ have abilities quite similar to those of marking agents. They can move, perceive neighbouring cells, and read/write real values in them. Each agent updates the amount of pheromine in a cell on visiting it using a reinforcement learning update rule (such as TD(λ) learning). Repeating this update operation leads to the diffusion of values (rewards) set at home and at discovered resources. Even if this principle requires numerous agents, it is close to the wavefront expansion exploited in our model. However, the model of 21 does not guarantee to avoid building local minima. For that matter, their paper reports experiments in environments containing only convex obstacles and only one resource.

It is interesting to note while marking agents require only one gradient, reinforcement learning agents are required to construct two gradients to create a path between a resource and the base. Reinforcement learning needs to manage several pheromone-related dynamics in the environment. Therefore the time required for convergence using RL is several-fold than our algorithm which constructs only one gradient.

6.2 Towards a real-world application

We now discuss ways to implement markings and pheromones models in real environments. 9 proposed that the markings/pheromones be actual physical objects; agents drop landmarks from discovered resources to the base. Even though this approach does not require an evaporation and propagation mechanism, it does demand complex abilities of the robots, to transport and to manipulate the landmarks. Furthermore, the approach does not incorporate the computation of a gradient. This prevents the tackling of complex obstacles such as cavities or mazes. For comparison, our digital markings concept can be considered as an intermediate between physical markings and synthetic pheromones.

The cooperative transport model presented in 29 is an interesting example of a real-world implementation. Each robot is assumed to know its own location and it can communicate with a centre. The communication facility allows it to leave landmarks in an area that is shared by all the robots. The landmarks are directional pheromones (i.e., pheromones that indicate direction). Complex obstacles are not considered because the navigation is based on local (random) information and a compass (external information).

These ‘ant-robots’ record their movements as a sequence of landmark droppings in the target localization space. Each robot makes use of the landmarks left by other robots. In this sense, landmarks that lead to the discovery of a valid path from a resource to the base, are said to be “shared” by the robots. In this way, a valid path, not necessarily the shortest path, is discovered. This principle, of using a common workspace to share simple information, may be the way to implement our algorithm without the requirement of writing values in the environment, for a real-world application.

As emphasized in the introduction, the implementation of swarm and collective systems has become more realistic with pervasive and ubiquitous computing. Clearly, we can imagine to deploy or to use a wireless network while the robots explore the environment following our algorithm (see for instance 16 for an application of synthetic pheromones spreading). Eventually, simple mobile robots such as required in our model may be produce in quantity as their making becomes cheap (see for instance robots used in 14).

7 Conclusions and future work

We have defined a distributed and asynchronous version of an algorithm due to 4 that builds an optimal APF for path-planning. Our model relies on a group of reactive agents that build a gradient purely by exploring the environment and that do not require a map to do so. The agents are only required to be able to read and write integer values in the discretized environment. We have proved that this multi-agent algorithm builds a potential field that converges to an optimal one (in other words, the shortest path from any point in the environment to the base of the agents is determined) (Theorem 51).

Furthermore, this gradient, even during its construction, allows agents to deal with the multi-source foraging problem.
The computational experience of our algorithm shows that increasing the number of agents decreases dramatically the time required for foraging. In particular, cooperation can provide superlinear performances for small number of agents. We have discussed the differences between our algorithm and the standard ant-model algorithm. Computational experiments show that marking agents are more time efficient than pheromone dependant agents. Moreover, our model, which relies on the construction of only one gradient, whereas several are required by the other approaches, defines a solution for foraging in complex environments (i.e. with obstacles such as cavities or mazes).

The efficiency of our algorithm is on account of two factors:

- When marking agents discover a resource, a valid path from the resource location to the base is *immediately* available to them (since the APF construction starts as soon as agents leave the base).

- In contrast to pheromone based techniques, paths construction and removing do not rely on costly iterative processes such as accumulation and evaporation of pheromones.

Generally, we could observe that to achieve a given computational performance, the marking agents approach requires fewer agents than the ant-model. In complete contrast to the ants-pheromone approach is that, even a very small number of c-marking agents (it can even be a single one) can identify paths for foraging by building the complete gradient. Such efficiency in the number of agents is afforded because the computation associated with pheromones accumulation is completely avoided.

We intend to elaborate this work in different ways. We plan to study parameters that induce super-linear performances, to evaluate robustness to noise in navigation, and to adapt the model to deal with moving resources and energy limitation. We also think that the exploration process can be improved by adapting some existing strategies used for covering tasks (e.g. [30]). As we started to study, we intend to show that the proposed multi-agent algorithm can be generalized to the construction of other potential fields and harmonic functions. Eventually we plan to implement the proposed model with small mobile robots.

The author wishes to thank Bruno Scherrer for fertile discussions and reviewing of this work.
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